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JOB DESCRIPTION

About Us

Always open. Our code, our culture, our opportunities. Leading open innovation

without limits. We are SUSE.

SUSE is a global leader in innovative, reliable and secure enterprise open source solutions,

including SUSE Linux Enterprise (SLE), Rancher and NeuVector. More than 60% of the

Fortune rely on SUSE to power their mission-critical workloads, enabling them to innovate

everywhere – from the data center to the cloud, to the edge and beyond. SUSE puts the

“open” back in open source, collaborating with partners and communities to give customers

the agility to tackle innovation challenges today and the freedom to evolve their strategy

and solutions tomorrow.

We are open in our roots and open in our approach, striving to be the most trusted open innovator

in the World. Openness extends beyond our technology. Our vibrant community thrives on

diversity and connectivity without borders.

Software Engineer Security

Job Description

SUSE is an open source pioneer and market leader in a fast-paced, exciting environment at

the forefront of Enterprise Linux, Data Center Management and Cloud Solutions. Our

Engineering & Innovation group is looking for a Software Engineer to join an international team

of developers working on the SUSE Manager product. SUSE Manager is an open source

solution for managing software-defined infrastructures at scale, from bare-metal Linux systems
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to containers and Kubernetes clusters.

Responsibilities

In this role you will ship code for SUSE Manager, a web-based systems management

solution used by hundreds of organizations across the world. We expect you to:

Understand our customers' security requirements and translate them into code.

Work with product management to clarify requirements and evaluate the viability of

proposals.

Drive the future of our codebase: influence design and implementation decisions while

working with open source project communities.

Be a great person to work with: promote teamwork and value mentoring (giving and

receiving).

Required Skills

We are looking for passionate engineers who are motivated to make a difference to their

team and our customers. The ideal candidate will have previous experience as a software

engineer with a background in software security:

Solid software engineering skills regarding algorithms, programming paradigms and distributed

systems.

Good knowledge of Java, its ecosystem (build tools, libraries, debugging techniques) and

best practices.

Background and previous work experience in the field of software security (development of

security critical applications, exposure to security vulnerabilities).

Ability to give and receive code reviews, while knowledgeably discussing technical

alternatives in complex systems.

Good understanding of the Linux operating system, including security aspects, differences

between distributions and knowledge of their management.

Verbal and written English language skills.

Bonus Skills

The following skills are not essential for this role, but will give you an advantage:



Specialized knowledge of or previous experience with Linux-specific security technologies

such as SELinux or confidential computing.

Knowledge of any other relevant programming languages or frameworks, such as Python or

Go.

Previous participation in open source communities, please let us know of any contributions

you would like to share with us.

Our Offer

Opportunities to develop your skills and gain hands-on experience in the open source world.

Participation in regular Hackweeks and workshops at company, department and team level,

fostering continuous learning and innovation.

Paid vacation along with a comprehensive range of country-specific benefits.

Additional Note

If you are reading this job description and the opportunity sounds interesting to you, but

you don't have one or more of the required skills - please don't hesitate to apply! Nobody is

perfect, we are all just trying to be the best we can be and we are confident that you can

do the same.

Job

Software Engineering

What We Offer

We empower you to be bold, driving your career to create the future you want. We

celebrate and reward your achievements.

SUSE is a dynamic environment that is evolving rapidly, thus requiring agility, strong

entrepreneurship and an open mind.

This is a compelling opportunity for the right person to join us as we continue to scale and

prosper.

If you’re a big thinker, obsessed by execution and thrive in a dynamic environment in which

you can tangibly create a lasting legacy, then please

Apply Now
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